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Forword
by Andrew Eaton-Lewis

When we chose ‘passion’ as the theme for the 2015 Scottish Mental 
Health Arts and Film Festival, we were keenly aware of its multiple 
meanings and associations. The word passion suggests enthusiasm, 
energy, creation. It also suggests pain, suffering, torment. Everyone 
has passions, so how do we make them work for us rather than 
against us? Is the key to positive mental health having just the right 
amount of passion? And how much is the right amount?

 Such questions hang over this year’s festival, and also over this 
year’s writing competition, now in its second year. Among our 12 
shortlisted entries are two poems called Passion, which make for 
an illuminating contrast. The narrator of David Subacchi’s poem 
laments that passion is ‘distrusted’, and aspires to be bolder. But 
in Reyah Martin’s poem, passion - in the form of a man’s unwanted 
embrace - is suffocating. Elsewhere there is ambiguity and conflict, 
for example in Harry Stigner’s Selkie, in which a free spirited mother 
regularly dives into the cold sea to swim but is finally consumed by 
it, and in Alyson Lawson’s Vicious Little Stars, in which another 
parent confesses the passionate, unrestrained love she feels for her 
child, a love that ‘makes me want to take a baseball bat to anyone 
who hurts you’.

The passion that went into all this writing was striking, as was 
the high standard, which presented some very difficult decisions 
for this year’s panel of judges – journalist Kenny Farquharson of the 
Times, screenwriter Donna Franceschild, singer-songwriter Rachel 
Sermanni, Dr Elizabeth Reeder of the University of Glasgow, and 
Gordon Johnston, chairperson of Bipolar Scotland. There were over 
120 entries this year, ranging from poems and short stories to letters 
and blog entries, in response to our call for writers to engage with 
our festival theme in whatever way they wanted. The results have 
enriched this year’s festival and the conversations around it, and we 
are immensely grateful to all the people who entered for taking the 
time to do so.

Congratulations to all our shortlisted writers, and a huge thank 
you to everyone who has made our writing awards possible. We 
hope you enjoy this souvenir e-book, and we look forward to doing 
this again in 2016 – the tenth year of our festival.
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Selkie
by Harry Stigner

I know where she went and it’s not what they think. With a 
mother like ours you learned not to take stock in the appearance of 
things, to find an answer in a hesitation, hear lullabies in the wind.

We felt like congratulating ourselves when we first arrived in 
Norfolk, cardboard boxes tetris-stacked behind us in the van and 
the piano bellowing at every sudden stop. Mum insisted that we 
drive straight to the seafront before we’d even stepped foot in our 
new home. James needed the toilet but she said he could go in the 
sea, which he did, bony knees quivering in the water, whooping and 
laughing. Dad had grumbled about it being impractical but she was 
smiling that smile that we hadn’t seen for too long when she fixed her 
big eyes on him and said, ‘We’re going to be so happy here.’

We parked up on the verge with all our worldly goods and 
optimism piled up in the back and she ran down to the shore, leaving 
the rest of us to chase after her, salty wind blasting our faces, pulling 
our clothes away from our bodies.

She threw off her jacket, boots and jeans, leaving her blouse to be 
carried along the sand in the breeze. Rolo, our chocolate Labrador, 
clambered into the cold foam after her, excitement beaming from his 
smiling face. 

We were stamping our feet calling for her to come back, the 
laughter still dying in our voices when Mum and Rolo finally 
returned from that first swim. I remember Dad kissing her and 
telling her that she tasted of the sea.

Things got better before they got worse. The alien air of novelty 
eventually wore off us at our new school and James and I began to 
make friends. We started body boarding with Dad. Mum found the 
polystyrene boards irritating, all she wanted was to swim, to float 
and drift, just out of her depth. Like her, I favoured the thrill of cold 
water on flesh to the clingy effort of a wet suit. Half the fun was in 
being back at home afterwards, the four of us cuddled up on one 
sofa, fighting for enough of her green velvet blanket, slurping hot 
chocolates in front of a film that Dad would project onto the high 
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ceilinged wall. ‘That blew the cobwebs away,’ she’d say, and I could 
feel James’ relief echoing my own.

It was as though the heavy irritability that Mum had given up 
trying to hide in London was being washed away with each of 
her morning swims. By the time we’d all showered she’d be back 
and dressed, salt water hair slowly crisping dry, the table laid for 
breakfast and sea thrift wilting in an old glass bottle. Sometimes 
the smell of kippers curling under the grill would wake us, mouths 
watering before we’d even wiped the sleep from our eyes. It was like 
walking into a picture book after what we’d left behind – endless 
takeaways, arriving home from school suspicious of the fact she’d 
only just forced herself out of bed, a catalogue of small neglects.

Dad finished building Mum’s studio in six weeks. She started 
to paint again as soon as it was finished, capturing the grey-green 
skies outside on huge canvases. Rebecca came down from London 
and you could see the surprise and delight in her eyes when she said, 
‘Esther, you do realise this is your best work?’ Mum tried to look 
affronted but she knew it was true. She had seemed, however briefly, 
to be in her element.

That night, mum pulled us up from our heap on the sofa and 
demanded that we ‘go to see the sea’.

Bundled into wax jackets, scarves and wellies, we set out across 
the hay fields to the beach. Rolo went bounding ahead of us before 
stopping every few minutes, pulled back to his pack by an invisible 
lead.

We got to the water’s edge and started splashing in the shallows 
when Mum began to take off her clothes. She did it every time, 
but that night was cold, the kind of cold that makes your brain feel 
startled.

‘Don’t be silly Esther,’ Dad said, ‘come on love you’ll catch your 
death.’

Funny how a single cloud passing over the sun can feel like an 
eclipse. For months we’d been pinching ourselves, revelling in our 
new home. The overheard rows and darkened rooms belonged to 
another family now, another life. Even James and I had followed suit, 
letting minor irritations slide. We’d been taking a leaf out of Rolo’s 
book. But something snapped that night, as it was bound to snap, 
eventually.
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Mum told him to relax but her movements were sharp when she 
turned back to the waves.

‘For Christ’s sake love,’ Dad shouted, his voice catching on the 
wind.

Laughing a forced, high-pitched laugh, James started to follow 
her, clucking at Dad and calling him a chicken. I knew that this 
was just his way of trying to break the ice and restore the mood of 
moments earlier.

‘Don’t be absurd James, it’s freezing.’ Dad grabbed at James’ 
jacket and pulled it back up, dragging him away from the water 
in one angry movement. My brother’s face fell and he looked years 
younger when he stormed off back to the house, ready to slam 
himself into his room.

I tried to put my arm through Dad’s but his muscles were rigid 
with something horrible to touch. Mum was already hard to make 
out, her head rising and falling in the slate grey waves.

We left her with Rolo who stood in the shallows looking out and 
back, not sure who to follow.

I never would have thought you could be jealous of the sea, but 
I’m sure we all felt it after that night. Even Rolo started to whimper 
when she went off on her swims, sensing that she was drifting to a 
place that didn’t include him

I found her once, cuddling her legs, staring at the water. When I 
sat by her, she didn’t say anything, just wrapped herself around me, a 
human armchair, and buried her head in my hair. 

That was the first time I saw them come to her.
We’d often walk along the beach with a seal bobbing in and out of 

the waves on our trail, but this was different. Twelve or thirteen of 
them lay in a curve at the water’s edge, skins shining like wet rocks. 
In the dusk their sheer number kept them camouflaged, grey on 
grey. I was drifting into the comfort of having Mum so close when 
I noticed they were there. Their glassy eyes were fixed on us, their 
expressions benign and beseeching, reminding me of Rolo with 
their whiskered noses pointing high. It felt like a daydream until 
they started calling. I turned and looked at Mum and her face didn’t 
register any surprise, though her eyes were streaming. I knew that 
if there was a noise for whatever feelings she was battling with it 
would sound something like the seals’ melancholy cry.
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It was only when I was back in bed, anxious and far from sleep 
that I realised what made them feel so familiar. I crept downstairs, 
avoiding the bare floorboards that creaked in the hall, and let 
myself into Mum’s studio. The view from the huge windows was 
impenetrable at night; the only thing my eyes could be certain of was 
a stripe of ocean catching the moonlight. I turned on the lamp and 
the glass reflected the room back at me.

I could see where she’d started to mark out their vague shapes 
in the depths of a half-finished canvas. Leaning against the wall 
were the paintings that I’d seen weeks before, seals hidden in the 
waves, or in the ridges where sea grasses fell down to shingles 
and sand. Their glossy bodies mirrored the changing light of each 
picture so that at first glance you would assume they were part of the 
landscape, unaware of the living things that lay hidden in paint.

I got into the habit of going to look for her on my way home from 
school or before bed if she wasn’t in for dinner. Sometimes she’d 
leave in a fit of restlessness as soon as we finished eating. I’d give 
her half an hour before following, struggling to absorb myself with 
errands in a game against the clock. Loading the dishwasher took 
seven minutes; feeding Rolo – three, at a push; I drowned the plants 
with unnecessary watering and feigned patronising interest in James’ 
homework. Dad said to leave her be, she was always complaining 
about needing space, but I’d begun to feel like I couldn’t relax, 
couldn’t concentrate on anything until I knew she was back under 
the same roof as us.

The last time we were all together was so idyllic that on some 
level I think we knew it was her goodbye. Mum had suggested a 
family outing, a long bike ride following the old train track. We 
stopped at a pub for lunch and drank ciders, a special privilege for 
James, washing down warm chunks of bread, salty chips and strong 
cheese. The tension of the last few months had melted. Dad taught 
us bar billiards and we played each other for pound coins. On the 
way home James and I ordered hot chocolates in a tearoom and 
pretended not to notice that Mum and Dad were kissing outside. 
As happy as it made me to see them like that, I wanted to cry. There 
was something heart-breaking in feeling so content making me 
nostalgic for the present because I knew it couldn’t last.

She’d been gone for two days when a man walking his dog found 
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her clothes on the beach. They said that she must have got caught 
out in the current on one of her swims, but the police kept asking 
Dad about her struggle with depression and you could see them 
reaching their own conclusions. I know Dad still thinks that that’s 
what happened. 

There’s no one I can share my own strange conviction with.
Three months after Mum disappeared Dad allowed Rebecca 

to host an exhibition in London, but I refused to let them take the 
seal paintings. I hung them myself on the walls around my bed. 
She’d begun to capture their faces in detail on these final canvases, 
exaggerating their human qualities. I would lie for hours with arms 
outstretched, stroking the grooves in the paint like brail.

Eventually, I had to take them down. They began to intrude on 
the pictures of Mum that I held in my mind, colouring my memory 
of her like a drop of paint in a glass of water.

I have to list the details of what she was like to stop her from 
slipping away completely. A woman with thick dark hair, who pulled 
out the greys while she watched TV and wore it pinned up with a 
pencil when she worked. She had a dimpled, soft stomach that she 
hated and sucked in for photographs, or to look in the mirror, but 
that was comforting to cuddle and rest your head on in bed. She 
routinely befriended and fell out with the owners of any gallery 
that showed her work. She was tone deaf but loved to sing, and 
sometimes snored. She read us stories while running the tips of her 
fingers up and down the inside of my arm to make it tickle nicely and 
she smelt of fresh air, oil paint and sandalwood.

I call these details to my mind as I stand here listening to the 
repetitive percussion of stones sucked back by the retreating waves. 
When my feet are numb with cold I force myself to turn around and 
make my way up the beach, away from the wind and the spray of the 
tide, away from the water that has claimed my mother.
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November 
by Michelle Chen

The smoke is purple, I swear,

though I’m only a novice synesthete –

Andy Warhol can’t be the only one. It isn’t

expensive swatches of high antiquity that rise

across these starless backwood windows 

and not the sepia smatter of spat grape gum

but divination, or some chemist’s toxic mist.

A nurse moves her lung and exhales antiseptic

onto the fresh wound on my arm, patting

it down as if she were planting tomatoes 

in an overgrown, Jurassic backyard

on a rainy day when the forecast was only

a five-percent chance of precipitation. 

A kind of remembering for the days when I hid

long after the seekers were gone.
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My second wind comes when they bring out that funny game

where everyone gives a card and someone has to choose

the noun that matches the adjective the best so I put 

chicken nuggets when they flip over shy 

and bed for tall because

I rise and fall on this ninth-floor mattress 

with the help of Benadryl and Low Motivation.

They talk to me in sweeter voices

and I listen in hazy muscle memory

as they watch over me like an addict’s 

eyes follow tobacco smoke. 

The young yodels from the children’s ward

melt my heart like an astrologer’s eyes dissolve

while sneaking a glimpse of that rare eclipse.

I freeze with every caterwaul, mark, near-lethal

attempt I discover of the people around me. Whenever

that song comes on – I’m not crazy, I’m just a little unwell –

they dip their heads and press their hands together and I follow. 

I cannot tell Reich from recreation.

It was November in that Manhattan hospital and on my fourteenth day 

they let me go. I miss Andy Warhol’s artwork decking the walls 

and that purple smoke

like I do the ouija boards and tarot cards in those specialty stores 

that I’m afraid of spending actual fricking money on, sometimes, just

like how I miss dangerous tulips and Nostradamus light.
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A Letter to V.
by Clare Blackburne

My dear V., 
I am writing too late. This year’s spring has already ended – 

cherry blossom a dirty pink on the wet streets of Glasgow, bright 
new greens on every tree.

Still, scuffing along through fallen petals, it’s you I think of, even 
now.

I picture you in Saint-Rémy-de-Provence, facing boughs 
garlanded thick with almond blossom, where only a week earlier 
they’d been heavy with snow. Between the blackened reach of 
branches, you’ve captured the flat blue of a clear afternoon, an echo 
of the wood-block prints of Hiroshige from that year in Arnhem, 
when you fell in love with Japan.

You hang prints from this ‘floating world’ in the atelier of your 
little yellow house in Arles: bright prints from Kyoto on white-
washed walls, vermilion tiles on the floor, a rickety green door, 
and, through the shuttered eye of the window, the cobalt blue of a 
summer in Provence. ‘The Japan of the South’, you call your new 
home, following Toulouse-Lautrec’s advice and throwing yourself 
into work under a stronger sun, crafting a new palette of vivid colour 
and light.

You write to your brother that you would rather die of passion 
than of boredom. These are words we’ve stolen from your letters, 
cut and pasted to explain the mania of your canvases, your solitary 
easel stranded in wheat fields under a noonday sun, or in the wild 
olive groves and gardens of the asylum – dark purple irises, a riot of 
poppies, nature your refuge from the lonely geometry of corridors 
and courtyards within.

I read your letters over and over, stashing them beneath my pillow 
as though they were love notes, and intercept words of tenderness 
addressed to others, mapping out the scattered lines of your life. ‘I 
am not an adventurer by choice but by fate,’ you write, ‘and feeling 
nowhere so much myself a stranger as in my family and country’. 
Zundert, Helvoirt, Amsterdam, Brussels, Paris, Ramsgate, 
London, Auvers-sur-Oise…. nomadic routes through Europe 
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sketched out in correspondence and on canvas, in the intensity of 
language and sudden shifts of tone.

The almond blossoms that I think of now, did you really paint 
them in your room at Saint-Rémy, under the watchful eye of Dr 
Peyron? Your mind by then was already half unravelled, unmoored 
by absinthe and epileptic fits that punctuated the flow of your life like 
strange sets of parentheses. 

We like the signs of ‘madness’ and ‘genius’ intertwined. It fits the 
narrative. It explains the ceaseless movement of brush on canvas, the 
urgency of questions posed to the world around you and answered 
mark by mark. And yet, when I think of you in that stark white room, 
testing out the boundary-lines of your mind against the asylum walls, 
I know there is suffering.

Waiting for Gaugin to arrive in Arles the summer before, you had 
painted bright sunflowers in ‘broken chrome yellow’. These would 
become the emblems of your posthumous fame, the symbols of your 
passion transplanted onto tablemats and t-shirts. But I prefer your 
delicate blossoms instead. These were blooms to welcome your 
nephew to the world, signs of new life after a long winter, a thread 
to the world outside. And their beauty is all the greater for emerging 
from long hours of isolation, the tumult of failed friendship, of lost 
love in provincial brothels, the empty cicada evenings of blank 
canvases and cigarettes. 

At nights, feeling hollowed out by things, I turn to your letters, 
following your feverish swings of mood, faith and doubt in equal 
measure, the rigour and struggle of an existence lived off-centre, 
days eked out in black coffee and dry bread. Each letter is an 
invitation to join you in this search for the truth of things, creative 
work as a testament of survival, repeated until that final fall.

Walking home this morning, I carried your blossom with me, 
tucked into memory, a kinship across space and time. ‘Passion’ 
sourced itself in passio, Latin for suffering. And from this - 
compassion, com-passio: ‘suffering with’ becomes ‘loving with’, and 
vice versa - a vision shared through art. 

I wonder if it’s consolation enough, for all that you lived, to now be 
so deeply loved in return.

Ever yours,
Clare
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Passion
by David Subacchi 

Today passion is distrusted
Enthusiasm feared
When I care, my voice rises
Causing consternation
Or fear of aggression
‘I feel threatened’ you say,
‘Don’t shout’ you say,
‘Why don’t you calm down?
Just sink back into the pool
Of muted expression
And matter of fact restraint’

Like you I have stared
Wide eyed at the eccentric
Strangely dressed preachers,
Long haired musicians,
The bare foot artist
With her wild hair
And two Great Danes
Walking behind her,
Thinking they all were strange
And we were normal,

But as I get older,

I’m getting bolder

And bolder

And bolder.
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Old Woman with Masks
by Jen McGregor

The Carnival takes over my city for a single night every year. It is 
a great festival of life and death, a glorious celebration in which the 
living usher the souls of the dead into the next world. Thousands 
gather to dance and drink and eat, to adorn themselves with 
brilliantly coloured costumes and grotesque masks; bright sun-
faces with huge grinning teeth, ivory skull-faces with expressions 
fixed in perpetual enjoyment. For that one night, the smell of 
potent improvised cocktails and spicy foods, cooked right there 
in the streets, creeps through the city and infiltrates the suburbs, 
seasoning the dreams of people like me. Then dawn breaks, the spell 
breaks and the sound of distant music fades. The magic of Carnival 
must retreat and gather its strength for another year. 

All my life I wanted to go to the Carnival. One of my earliest 
memories is of being rushed home after a visit to family friends in the 
evening. My father carried me bundled up in his coat as if the grey 
wool could shield me from the sound of drums, but over his shoulder 
I caught glimpses of the cacophony of colours, of the living prancing 
like demons with the dead. I inhaled the intoxicating scent and it 
never let me go. 

There was never time for going to Carnival. I was still only a 
little girl when I was exiled to boarding school. There I scoured the 
newspapers for mentions of the Carnival each year, feigning interest 
in current events while devouring black and white images which did 
no justice to the swirl of colourful figures I had seen that night. 

After I had left school and been married, I whiled away the 
tediously restful months of each pregnancy imagining myself not as 
a dreary expectant mother on bed rest but a goddess of abundance 
and fertility being borne on a litter through crowds of worshipping 
revellers. As I raised three children and buried two more, bright 
dancers cavorted through my head to distract me from boredom, 
loneliness and despair. I lived out my mundane, earnest, respectable 
life with my mundane, earnest, respectable husband, existing in a 
secret haze of imagination.
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I told myself that the tired face I saw in my mirror, the face with 
all the lines which told of endless laundry and housework, of a 
life given over to walking the children to school, entertaining my 
husband’s colleagues, church twice on Sunday, was nothing but 
an intricately carved mask. Someday midnight would arrive and I 
promised myself that when it did, I would fling that mask away to 
reveal my true face, radiant and alight with joy. That was the dream 
I clung to as I passed the dull years in my little grey house, as my 
children and grand-children grew up and moved far away, and 
as I stood dutifully veiled watching my  husband  being lowered  
into  his grave.
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Now that I have time to myself, I find that there is something 
wrong with my body. Aches and nausea sent me to my doctor, 
then to the hospital where they told me that I have cancer. There’s 
nothing they can do about it. The disease has spread quickly 
through my body and I can no more prevent it than I could prevent 
the aroma of spiced meat and wine from creeping through my 
window on Carnival night, mocking my husband’s thick curtains. 
I picture the cancer cells as a parade of tiny skull-masked dancers, 
their little feet pounding joyously on my organs, careless of my pain. 
I take liquid morphine as if offering them a libation. They feast upon 
it and fall into a stupor, as revellers will after a raucous night. 

Because I am old and have refused treatment other than 
painkillers, they have given me only a short time to live. A few 
weeks, they say, a month at most. Two weeks from now it will be 
time for Carnival, the last of my life. I will make it that far. This year 
I will be there. I will spend a little of my children’s inheritance on 
a long orange and yellow gown, in velvet to keep my aging body 
warm. I will have an outrageous hat made of fruit and feathers which 
I will demand that I be buried in, even though my children would 
never oblige. I will adorn myself with glass beads that will catch the 
flickering lights and offer myself up to the music. 

All night long, I will dance with young men and young women, 
with red, yellow and blue faces, with the skull faces whom I’ll soon 
resemble, with people who will wonder what an old lady like me 
is doing out of bed and with people who are too happy to care. I’ll 
drink as I have never drunk before and gorge myself on spiced pork 
and cloying delicacies. And as the sun drags itself from slumber 
and edges its way over the horizon, I’ll have one last drink – my own 
special cocktail. Dark rum perhaps, over crushed ice and tramadol, 
with lime and mangoes to offset the sickly sweetness of a decadent 
measure of morphine.

I’ll make my toast: To a new dawn, and a world which will go on 
without me.
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close
by Eileen Taylor

silence like a deep kiss driving
not more but closer to meaning
not less but closer to nothing
in dark alleys deep doors open
only to close in the closeness
of bodies the distance
of hearts and minds
on nothing but need for feelings
one or two turns of the world
will weary, weaken and fade
slowly into deeper darker
closets locked by memories
while in the night sky
another star burns out
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Letter to My Sixteen Year Old Self
by Aymie Black

Dear My Sixteen Year Old Self,
You’ve been feeling peculiar and curious. It was all going so well, the 
lights were all green and you were ready to go. You had everything 
there, but it all fell flat. Life had textures and scents you had never 
experienced. What went wrong?

You were in love with him, in love with life. You counted the 
eyelashes on every person you saw, you felt so spiritual and so alive. 
Living became your only plea. You’d travel to jump off the tallest 
rock; you would do prohibited things – just to make your skin move. 
Your friends adored you and your incredible sense of being. You 
possessed magic that many did not, bright eyes and an unrelenting 
mind. A kindred spirit taken with powers, a disposition only 
explained by witchcraft.

There were conflicts as your craving set fireworks. People would 
leave and you didn’t know why, you didn’t care why. You were intense 
and you made a mess. The pleasure you exuded brought a ribbon of 
sorrow. Like cotton candy of ecstasy, with a bittersweet taste.

You remember those friends who blessed your eccentricity, but 
couldn’t handle your stormiest moments. You remember the sister, 
who couldn’t handle your unprompted irritation. You remember 
the lover who craved every magic moment, before realising the 
instability of your enchantment and the explosiveness of your 
impulse.

You loved when your friends tittered and it made the hair on your 
arm stand up. Getting into trouble, feeling a rush. Breaking into 
abandoned buildings, the feeling on your tongue when you cursed 
out loud, the throbbing heart when you had your first fight, the times 
you stayed out all night and the times you danced in your room until 
it was light. You were a wave of euphoria, a flood of frenzy and a 
tornado of fury. The thirst for living silenced your life.

Heartbroken and self-loathing, you wonder what you’ve done. 
How could feeling so right ever be so wrong? How could the person 
who felt it all, just want to lock the door? You were just a form of 
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magic that no one had seen before, a special kind of enchantment 
that was stronger than you knew.

I am magic. With all my courage I found a way to keep my 
enchantment under control, to feel a thirst for living without 
sacrificing it all. I feel passion like a fire under my skin; I can feel 
sadness like it has tied up my limbs. I am breaking the invisible 
strings that tie me to the ground without letting myself float off the 
edge of the world. 

With all that happened, knowing I was ill helped it make sense. 
I didn’t feel frightened, I got to know myself and love myself for the 
human being I am. You will get to know and love yourself, by taking 
care of yourself you are taking care of all around you – using those 
powers for good.

You and me are the same girl with the same story but different 
perspectives. You may not understand what is happening now, but 
you soon will. To feel everything so strongly may seem a curse, but 
to support yourself you’ve blessed yourself with the power of true 
courage. The strength you will have after you’ve cared for this, will 
be a thousand times more intense than any feeling you have ever felt 
in the world. You have courage and you have strength, not everyone 
will understand but you are not strange you’re just different. You can 
still count eyelashes, you can still feel the bumps on your skin. You 
can still feel life and all the things in it, part of that zest is sewn into 
your personality and character, no disorder of the mind can change 
the person you truthfully are.

You and I are magic, a curious enchantment. 

Yours always,

You, Twenty Years Old.
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kiss 
by Brian Reid

hur heid
lik a lavvy brush
an ah could talk
sparkly een
fu o sumhin
aboot tae happen
me
jist twelve
thirteen mibbe
hur
fifteen 
me
a wean
hur
a wummin

doon the public park
sittin oan the tap
o the
munky baurs
lukkin 
oot
et the Kulburnie hills
no lettin oan
ah wiz
feart o heights
ma boady aw
tingly
an warm

she reaches ower
an kisses ma cheek
an ah
near faws aff
aw fluster
bangin baith
ma heid
an ma knees
jist tryin tae 
turn roon 
an kiss hur back
hur
geeglin
me
wae a big riddy
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Dear Mum
by Lubna Kerr

Dear Mum,
It’s been over two years since I last saw you and I can’t say how 

much I miss you. Every day I still think of you and wish I could 
see hear your beautiful voice with its lilting Pakistani accent. I cry 
in private and never let my children or friends see me upset. My 
children expect me to be brave and know everything. My friends 
expect to see me always happy, thoughtful and caring, someone they 
can go to when they are down. People see me as passionate, playful 
and a go getter. We people are never seen to get down having highs 
and lows, we are perfect.

So what does a perfect passionate person do when they want to 
cry, feel low, not as happy? Eat in secret, bottle up your feelings till 
you are ready to explode. Keep that passion trapped in the four walls 
of your mind. At least with you mum I could tell you when I was 
down, without burdening you. Even just saying it out loud, somehow 
deadens the impact of the negative thoughts. You always showed me 
things from a positive perspective, and as a normally positive person 
I could respond to that.

But what happens when the positive person loses that passion and 
that drive, when they lose their direction in life?  Are we allowed to 
be depressed? I know if you were here you would understand how I 
felt. So lonely so isolated so empty, looking at the candle that flickers 
away trying to keep the flame going by blowing on it. And hoping it 
does not go out.

Who do I turn to now when I need someone to listen to me mum? 
I don’t want my friends to think I am vulnerable. I can’t do that, I am 
passionate and strong, vulnerability is weakness but I can crumble 
in private. Hiding the tear stained face with makeup, avoiding eye 
contact with people. Sleeping less and eating more. Hoping no one 
will notice the dark bags under the eyes. You would have noticed 
them mum and said something.

I dreamt about you last night mum. It was bizarre especially as I 
was writing this letter to you yesterday. In my dream you hadn’t died, 
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people had made a mistake and you were alive again, well and very 
happy to be back.

You looked so young, full of life and passion. 
I called the nurses to see and said look she’s not really dead, she 

has come back from dying. You looked so happy in my dream and 
when I woke up I was very happy too.

Today I gave a presentation at work and it was filmed to go on the 
website.

It was nerve wracking but enjoyable, I wish I could have told you 
about it.

You could have shared my joy and happiness at being asked to do 
this and doing it well.

Now I have no one, the children, yes but they are so busy and 
caught up in their lives and they wouldn’t be proud of me as you 
would have been.

The typical Asian mum and I am just the same.
You know mum, I wonder why the western world teaches no one 

about the process of grief. Strong people, as I am seen to be, cannot 
suffer from grief or vulnerability. You are strong so we can be weak 
seems to be the motto.

But I want role reversal, if only for a short time. I want, no need, 
to be weak so that I can be strong again.

I was at my body balance class today; it’s a mixture of tai chi, 
pilates and yoga. We have relaxation at the end and are meant to let 
go of all the tension in our body. But what about the tension in our 
mind? When I let go of the tension in my mind I start to cry. I can’t 
help it. The tears start to flow like a stream trickily down a mountain 
path. Tears contain toxins, I know, you always said. Toxic thoughts 
that my kidneys could never clear.

I am glad it’s dark during relaxation; it’s a quiet place for grief, the 
only place for grief.

I wish I done body balance when you were alive mum, we could 
have shared the good times.

You gave me the strength to be strong and passionate, you 
allowed me to be me.

Love you always and forever.
Your daughter,
Lubna 
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Vicious Little Stars
by Alyson Lawson 

When I look at you I think of Johnny Kirk. Miss McKay made it her 
mission to get him to spell his own name correctly before he went to 
big school. JOHNNY was carved into a defenceless piece of paper, 
in big painful letters, day after day.  But the second name defeated 
them both. Johnny was destined to be JOHNNY KURK forever. 

Johnny was so small that after the changing rooms were locked 
he could unscrew the air vent at the bottom of the door and 
wriggle through invisibly. With the speed of a ferret he would rake 
through careless blazer pockets, stuffed with pound notes and Fry’s 
Chocolate Creams. He would empty lunch boxes of lovingly crafted 
cheese and ham sandwiches, inhaling them like fresh morning air. 

When he was finally caught, they made him eat something else. 
They mushed his face into it and it smothered him, until he looked 
like a naughty child, smeared with his favourite pudding. We stood 
on the sidelines tinkling with delight.

Emma McRoss was flat-chested with a honey pot tummy. A 
Winnie the Pooh without the pals. I remember her scowling in the 
corner, clutching a monstrous bag of crisps. Every so often she spat 
salt and vinegar shrapnel and slavered, ‘What’s your name?’

It was week one of the big school and we recoiled in fear. By week 
two we nodded, giggled, then ran away, our heads clinking together 
in whispered complicity.  By week three we just smirked and rolled 
our eyes. 

Now we sit in our four bedroomed new builds. Magnolia walled 
get togethers, linear sameness, IVF and the 5:2 diet. They are the 
‘poor wee souls’ we remember over red wine and nibbles. ‘Children 
are so cruel,’ someone utters. Then she catches my eye, her face 
frozen in a purple wine stain moment of horror. I shake it off, we sigh 
and we nod. 

I think of you at home tucked up in bed, curled up breaths rising 
and falling gently under the warmth of your big girl duvet. You are 
fine. Daddy is downstairs. Soon I will stumble out of a taxi and the 
sharp air will hit my face. I will collapse in a giggly flushed heap on 
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the couch and maybe Daddy and I will kiss like teenagers. 
Then we will tiptoe up the stairs and we will look at you under the 

alien glow of the light up stars that pepper your room. My eyes will 
tear up and he will hold me close and tell me to, ‘Stop it, shhh. Don’t 
be silly.’ 

I want to take you and squash you into a little ball. I want to lay 
you down under the baby mobile, with the little white elephants and 
their curly trunks that lulled you round and round. I want to pull up 
the bars of the cot and lock you in. 

I can’t cut up your sandwiches and slice off the crusts, count out 
ten glossy grapes, seal them in a plastic bag and tuck them in beside 
a little chocolate treat. I can’t deposit you at the gates and wave 
encouragingly while thinking about pilates and cappuccinos and 
Clinique cleanser samples. I can’t, because I know, ‘children are so 
cruel’. 

I want to hover over you like the white elephants. I want to take 
a baseball bat to anyone who hurts you. I want to pound down on 
their nasty little heads, until the blood drowns their face and stains 
them too.  

Your birthmark glows grimly in the light from those vicious little 
stars. I want to rip them down and start all over again.
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Lutine Bell
by Douglas Nicholson

She had purpose but lost her course,
HMS Lutine.
Brutal fury took her aground and rent her hold
On sand that held firm then slithered away.
For months she wavered, wallowed, cracked.
They came to find her. To fix her. To fill
Her sails with proud puffs of map-lead air.
But flimsy lines and crude theories hampered hope.
As chains and ropes fell away one beating piece was held. Her heart. 
Her bell.

In London city, in the veneration hall,
Where all the theories and plans and values and directives
And equations of true and false and probability
And serious studies of other ships and their solitary obscured 
failures
And of fine achievements of will and nature -
All mill and shoot up stairs to stations of sincere scholars pushing, 
probing to assist
A skein of vessels labouring the world’s waves.

All those will listen and hear a plangent ring.
Lutine’s bell will mark all those souls.
One is lost
Two is found.
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Passion
by Reyah Martin

He is up against you 
and sweating and telling you
he loves you
and you can’t breathe
and you are trying

but          you       

can’t.  

And you scream because you can’t
b   r   e  a  t  h  e
and he is sweating and it is 
sticking to you and he is telling you 
he loves you
but you can’t 
br
eathe 

and he is clawing at you 
and you are crying 
and 
your chest might explode 
because you can’t
b 
r 
ea
the
and you’re going to die
and he says he loves you 
like he means it 
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but the sweat is sticking 
to him and you 
and you and him
and you
have to get away 
before you die.
You can’t 
b 
r
e
a
t
h
e
...
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